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RESEARCH ARTICLE
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes issues, strengths and challenges experienced
by elderly Māori accessing influenza vaccination, during the first
Level 4 COVID-19 lockdown in 2020. We also obtained views
about the introduction of COVID-19 vaccines, and the social
restrictions of lockdown. A sampling frame of four Māori elders
speaking on behalf of themselves and their communities in
Northland was recruited from health sector network connections
and interviews were undertaken and recorded. The rich narratives
highlighted an awareness of the generational impact of illness
and vaccination and concern about the impact of COVID-19 on
vulnerable populations. Despite initial fear about COVID-19,
communities described ‘safety and comfort’ from ‘lockdown’
creating community resilience and marae, hapu and iwi making
major contributions to local crisis response. The well-developed
views of these Māori kaumātua about influenza, vaccination and
COVID-19 occurred within an environment of contrasting health
beliefs and trust/distrust about government and Pākehā-led
health services. There was support for the style and content of
local health services and recognition and that Pākehā-led health
services can be effective when complemented by traditional
Māori health values approaches and beliefs. We also noted that
the lockdown provided opportunities for these elders to adapt to
new technology within a health context.
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Background

The first case of the highly infectious novel coronavirus COVID-19 was reported in New
Zealand in late February 2020 (Ministry of Health 2020). To slow the spread of the
disease, with only two days’ notice in late March the New Zealand government
implemented a Level 4 lockdown (Knight 2020). As part of COVID-19 Alert Level 4,
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New Zealanders were advised to restrict unnecessary travel and stay at home. New
Zealand remained at Alert Level 4 until 27 April, spent two weeks at a lower Alert
Level 3, about four weeks at Alert Level 2, before moving to Alert Level 1 on 9 June. Phys-
ical distancing was especially encouraged at Alert Levels 4, 3 and 2 (New Zealand
Government 2020). With imposed lockdown, technological means of communicating
with others, whether for remote working or social purposes, spread exponentially. Use
of Zoom, the video conference platform in widest use at that time, ‘exploded’, with appli-
cation downloads increasing by more than 1200% globally in the month from February
22 (Williams 2020).

Lockdown occurred just prior to the southern hemisphere winter and the start of the
influenza season in New Zealand. Māori (the indigenous people of New Zealand) have
higher rates of severe influenza and in past influenza epidemics, Māori have been
especially severely affected (Wilson et al. 2012; Khieu et al. 2017). As part of New
Zealand’s strategy therefore it is particularly important to support the influenza
vaccination programme for Māori and particularly older Māori people. Historically,
vaccination coverage rates for Māori aged 65 years or older are lower than the national
rate for this age group (e.g. in 2019, influenza vaccination coverage for older Māori was
45% vs. 57% overall) (McArdle 2020).

As part of the Ministry of Health’s COVID-19 strategy, the 2020 national influenza
programme was rolled out early, beginning from 18 March for those eligible including
anyone aged over 65 years.

There was concern that in 2020, especially due to the lockdown situation in place at
the start of the influenza season, it may have been difficult, particularly for some
elderly Māori, to access influenza vaccination. COVID restrictions aside, equitable
access to health care for Māori more generally is a concern (Palmer et al. 2019).

Kaumātua and kuia are Māori terms that are used to describe hapū/iwi elders within a
whānau (extended family) or community. Kaumatua refers to the men who are elders,
kuia is a term used to refer to women who are elders and the term kaumātua is a
gender-neutral term that is used to describe both male and female elders. The wisdom
and value of kaumātua is also acknowledged by health organisations in New Zealand
(Dyall et al. 2012), particularly organisations that work with Māori. Many, if not most,
of these organisations work under the guidance of a kaumātua who provides cultural
and spiritual guidance for organisations working with Māori whānau and local Māori
communities (Smith et al. 1999). This research team, working under the Immunisation
Advisory Centre (IMAC) is guided by a kaumatua, who provides strategic counsel gen-
erally to the senior leadership team. He also provides guidance specifically on aspects of
Māori protocol and tikanga (cultural procedures and practices). IMAC also engages a
Pou Hononga (relationship builder).

This project aimed to explore the issues, strengths and challenges experienced by
elderly indigenous New Zealand Māori in relation to accessing influenza vacci-
nation, during the time of the lockdown. Because of the important role many kau-
mātua play in their communities, we were also interested in exploring their
perception on vaccination more generally and whether they supported the immunis-
ation schedule for children. Further, we used the opportunity to obtain narratives
about attitudes to future COVID-19 vaccines, and the impact of the social restric-
tions of lockdown.
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Methods

A sampling frame to select four Māori elders from two iwi Ngātiwai and Ngāpuhi was
developed by the IMAC kaumātua and Pou Hononga through their networks. These
iwi are based in rural and semi-rural areas of te Tai Tokerau which is the northern
region of New Zealand.

Tikanga Māori prioritises the value of kanohi ki te kanohi (face-to-face) communi-
cation, and this project was initially planned as a road trip. Once lockdown was
imposed and movement around the country restricted, along with broadening the
aims we adapted our methodology so that all data collection practices were conducted
via phone and computer. The interview team made contact with potential interviewees
via phone, described the research and emailed an information sheet and consent form.
Consent was obtained from interviewees via a return email and they were sent an invita-
tion to attend the interview via Zoom at a mutually agreed time.

Participants were four kaumātua – two men, two women, aged between 66 and 86.
Interviews were conducted between 20 August and 3 September 2020. Kaumātua are
Māori elders who have important responsibilities within their whanau and communities.
They have great respect within a Māori community and are understood to speak in many
instances, not just for themselves, but for their community.

Together, our kaumātua (MR) and Pou Hononga (MRd) conducted all interviews and
began with a karakia (prayer or blessing) and whakawhanaungatanga (relationship build-
ing) and then followed a semi-structured schedule of questions and probes (see Appen-
dix). Interviews lasted for about an hour.

Interviews were video recorded via Zoom and the interviews were auto-transcribed by
the Zoom app. Transcripts were closely checked by a team member and the transcribed
text was updated as required. Some translation was required from te reo Māori to
English.

Given the semi-structured nature of the interview schedule and the health ser-
vices context of the work, the first round of transcripts was initially analysed
using framework and content analysis techniques (Srivastava and Thomson 2009).
Senior investigators, including a Māori health researcher, constructed a coding fra-
mework based on transcript responses and emergent themes. Our framework was
developed from a health services paradigm with Kaupapa Māori input from the
IMAC kaumātua and Māori health researcher to ensure that the coding and analysis
of the interviews reflected Māori values and worldviews. Based on the coding tem-
plate developed from this work, data were subsequentially coded using qualitative
software QSR-NVivo 12 (QSR International Pty Ltd 2018). Coding and initial analy-
sis was undertaken by one of the research team with advice and support from the
Māori researcher and kaumātua. Main themes were identified independently by
another researcher, coding and analysis was then further reviewed and checked by
the Māori health researcher, and consensus was achieved by discussion and consul-
tation with the research team. In relation to Māori data sovereignty, consultation
with the IMAC kaumātua made clear to the participants that they would be con-
sulted about the collection, ownership and application of their stories, and would
be provided with a summary of the findings and opportunity for further community
engagement.
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Results

The main themes that were discussed in the interviews are presented here.

Awareness of illness, vaccination and the generational impact on Māori
communities

Respondents described the context in which they engaged with the health issues of the
COVID-19 pandemic. They described a range of knowledge about historical vaccine-pre-
ventable illness, COVID-19 and related issues such as immunisation and perceptions of
the knowledge in their communities. There was recognition they were of an age where
they were acutely aware of the impact of illness akin to COVID-19 such as influenza, and
of the benefits of, for example, the introduction of vaccines to counter illness such as polio.

My 60th year I got the flu and I got it really bad and I was living on my own at that time and
just really I felt very vulnerable… So from that year on, I have had the flu vaccination. (WG)

In 1914, 1918 my father lost three of his siblings during the pandemic, the influenza pan-
demic back then in one month. My father was named after one of his brothers, who
passed on. (MF)

The interviewer was also participatory in this theme and it was used to initiate and
engage in the interviews.

What’s driving you is wanting your mokopunas (grandchildren) to see their grandfather,
experience him, touch him, know who is. Rather than us, back in the old days when our
grandparents, great grandparents died early, you know, and we never got that experience,
in some cases. (RW)

Concern about the impact of COVID-19 on vulnerable populations

The anxiety engendered by COVID-19 was heightened by some of the procedures put in
place to ensure ongoing health care, for example, the use of Personal Protective Equip-
ment (PPE), and the changes that were made to try and make access to services safe. This
meant that procedures that had previously been seen as part of usual practice became
uncomfortable.

So I drove in to my doctors and it was the most horrendous experience because I walked up
the path to the door of the doctors and there was red tape across and I couldn’t go in.

And she came out in her PPE, didn’t introduce herself, didn’t say hello and just asked me my
name and date of birth and then, you know, pull your sleeve up and turn your arm sideways,
and jabbed me and said you’re finished, go. (WG)

As in other communities, there was a significant amount of initial anxiety engendered
by the restrictions of lockdown, and the impact on usual means of contact and communi-
cation. The comfort felt by being ‘safe’ in their own surroundings was compromised by
the loneliness that was initially part of the lockdown experience.

(Lockdown) moment you know where we have to go into these restricted, into this very
restricted situation is some of those kaumatua and kuia, even though they feel safe you
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know staying at home in their homes, but I think also they get lonely for each other’s
company and to see each other. (MT)

Sense of ‘safety’ and comfort produced from the lockdown creating community
resilience and people looking out for each other

It was also clear that at an individual whānau (family) level and for communities them-
selves, there was a recognition that the enforced restriction of everyday activities created
some positive aspects to relationships and behaviours.

I think one of the positives that come out of it was the, I think, was the speed in which it
happened, so as to protect lives. So as to keep us safe, especially kuia and kaumātua,
because a lot of the deaths had occurred in the in the old people’s homes. (MF)

In fact, in fact relationships got even better because we were busy right throughout that
COVID first lockdown. With taking care of my brother. You know what I mean. So every-
one was coming here. If you know to support us. (WS)

Contribution of marae, hapū and iwi make during times of crisis

Respondents affirmed the many advantages that tight knit community cohesion made on
the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. During and soon after the lockdown and par-
ticularly as conditions eased a little, there was a very significant amount of local organ-
isation and community caring that occurred. This was not part of any government
directive but rather an opportunity for communities to care for each other in very prac-
tical ways. Linked to this was a recognition and empowerment of the ‘wisdom of the
elders’, as for example messages and advice was sent to younger family in the urban
areas on how to grow food.

And we need to encourage our own. It comes back to ourselves. The kuia kaumatua I
suppose. (WS)

Because we were having kai being brought to us… [ ]… and we knew our neighbours who
needed it. So we just passed it on to them. It was just a lovely time to see our people in action.
(WS)

And so, our marae just got in their kitchen and cooked and delivered out kai parcels, and
actually meals, to be honest. (WG)

Talking about her son’s problems with kai (food) security in the city:

Not like us, we go and look for kai, you know, we know there’s kai all around us. Because
that’s where we started from, nothing. But today we have taught our children to be fully
dependent on the supermarket. (WG)

An environment of contrasting health beliefs: tension between rongoa Māori
(traditional Māori medicine) and western medical practices

While there was recognition and respect for non-Western ways of thinking about health
care there was also an awareness of the tension between western medical practices and
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the power of traditional Māori healing. This tension provided a context in which to frame
responses to other themes.

So there’s a little bit of fear. You see, I think that the difference in taking the Rongoa Māori is
that our people recognise its connection to the earth, and to the forest and to the places
where it comes from, as opposed to, as versus a chemical, you know, the chemical the
input on what or whatever that might go into making medicine. (MT)

Trust/distrust of the government and of Pākehā-led health services

Respondents described a range of views regarding the trust or mistrust of Government
efforts to control the pandemic and its impact on the delivery of health care. Issues
such as vaccine hesitancy were raised again in the context of the pandemic and meant
that efforts perceived as coming from central government were at times viewed with
mistrust.

And this conspiracy around vaccinations as being a way of control. Conspiracy around it.
And I know some of that are really outspoken about that. And one of those is my whanaunga
(relative), [name]. He won’t get it [the vaccine], no he won’t. Nor will he encourage his chil-
dren. (MF)

All four respondents indicated the significant role of prompts and/or endorsements
from health professionals and government for people to get vaccinated.

There was a directive that you know that had come from the Ministry of Health, you know,
for people encouraging people to, especially kaumatua and kuia, to have the vaccination.
(MT)

My doctor encouraged me to take this there is ke warike te wenga (‘to take the flu injection’).
(MF) (check te reo)

I got a phone call from my my doctor… [to say that]… I should have it. (WG)

I’ve been always encouraged to have it by my doctor. (WS)

Talking about being vaccinated at a Pākehā (NZ European) led clinic rather than the
(tribal) iwi-led service (before the latter was up-and-running):

It’s the whole approach. When they approached you in that way, I wanted to run so badly. I
just wanted to go away. I did not want to be there. I did not want to take part in what they
were offering. I just pushed myself through that because, you know, would have been a pain
to get it anywhere else. But, but it was just, it was really confronting, yeah. (WG)

Support for the style and content of local health providers in the delivery of
immunisation programmes

In contrast to some of the challenging experiences described by respondents receiving
care by providers from outside their communities at the start of the pandemic, receiving
care by local and trusted health providers was in large part seen as a positive experience,
and one where confidence in for example immunisation and vaccination was enhanced.

I guess because they’re Māori, uncle. But also because they have, they have… the way they
work as a, as a Māori… . (WG)
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because of confidence in them, I suppose. What am I trying to say? […] I become more fam-
iliar with them and they’re more family orientated and they understand us better because
they are Māori service providers. (WS)

Rapid engagement with new technologies to achieve their needs

A striking feature of the narratives was the way that Maori elders were able to utilise the
increased use of new technologies. In te reo Māori (the Māori language), a meeting is
called a hui, and there was the adoption of large numbers of up to 40–50 elders
meeting together on Zoom (or ‘Zui’ as they became known), to discuss hapū/iwi business
or simply to connect and talk to each other. Thus far, this new way of communicating
continues to be embraced. The facility and fluency with which this group of elders
adopted and engaged with new technologies (e.g. virtual meetings and communication),
aligns with Māori values of whakawhanaungatanga (building/maintaining relationships),
manaakitanga (hospitality) and their roles of kaumātua. That is, the technology allowed
kaumātua to connect with whānau, communities and health providers to take care of
themselves and others, and to exchange advice and wisdom across generations.

[Name], who has set up a pathway around Zooming which is really, really something new to
lots of our kaumatua and kuia. But when I look on the [iwi] Zoom pages, something like 40
to 60 kaumatua and kuia having a conversation every day. So to [name], your daughter at
the back who set up the pathway for that to happen [acknowledgement in te reo Māori].
(MR)

My medical history is here on my phone, right from the 29th of June 2007 I began the flu
vaccination, you know. (MF)

Discussion

These findings affirm current health provider communication strategies regarding
immunisation but also highlight tensions between traditional approaches, local
support and style versus national/government messages and approaches. The findings
also highlight the opportunities taken by these communities during the COVID-19 pan-
demic to use new technology within a health context.

Our findings also highlight the power of leadership and resilience based on commu-
nity relationships. The study also warmly endorses the wisdom of kaumātua in commu-
nities and speaks to their resilience and ability to locally participate in the organisation
and care for their whānau, hapū and iwi.

Many of the themes identified in the results have been subjected to considerable
debate in other settings. The pandemic worldwide has had a disproportionate impact
on indigenous peoples and those living in small and often remote communities.
During pandemics, indigenous peoples suffer higher infection rates, and more severe
symptoms than the general population because of multiple social and cultural determi-
nants of health (Power et al. 2020).

Aotearoa New Zealand has thus far faced relatively little direct COVID-19 morbidity
in comparison with many other countries (Kumru et al. 2022). The impact on Māori has
still been considerable and there are themes that have resonance for other studies but also
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for more general ongoing COVID-19 and other respiratory illness responses (Megget
2022).

Overall the restrictive impact of lockdowns continues to be perceived negatively inter-
nationally and to some extent in Aotearoa New Zealand (Every-Palmer et al. 2020). Our
findings highlight in this context a transition from initial fear and anxiety to a more
balanced adaptation a ‘new normal’ of lockdown akin to that noted by the New
Zealand study of the psychological impact of COVID-19.

Our results identify a strong degree of community resilience in the face of the per-
ceived impact of COVID-19 on vulnerable populations. This has been noted in other set-
tings both in New Zealand (Akuhata-Huntington et al. 2020; Te One and Clifford 2022)
and abroad (Aulandez et al. 2021; Jewett et al. 2021).

The collective response from the kaumātua themselves and the community is some-
thing that has been characteristic of Māori in other times and other crises and has
been described as an expression of aroha or ‘love for the people’ (Cram 2021).

Alongside the trust in community and an overall support for the community health
provision and planning we identified a theme of distrust for some aspects of health
care provision, a theme that has been described repeatedly in research exploring
Māori experience of health services (Graham and Masters-Awatere 2020).

The narratives describe a balanced set of perspectives on practice and belief in tra-
ditional Māori health beliefs versus western medicine. We feel there are examples
where attitudes that in other research might be perceived to be mutually exclusive (McIn-
tosh et al. 2021), could be reframed as complementary. There was acceptance that vac-
cines work best if one is healthy and traditional Māori healing keeps people healthy.

The enthusiasm with which these respondents and their communities embraced the
telehealth opportunities during lockdown and beyond suggests an ongoing positive
result arising from the pandemic. There is previous commentary identifying the advan-
tages of social technology use among older people (Chopik 2016) and telehealth has been
promoted as a vehicle for providing health care to indigenous communities (Dawson
et al. 2020). There has been recognition of the potential use of video-telephony among
elderly people in care homes (Zamir et al. 2020) but no previous commentary that
speaks to the enthusiasm and zest for the potential of these technologies described by
our respondents.

These findings describe ways in which local elders and communities found ways in the
COVID-19 pandemic to provide pillars of support (He Pou Whirinaki), for each other
and utilise new ways of interconnecting.

To conclude, our findings demonstrate that Māori kaumātua have a well-developed
view on COVID-19, influenza and other vaccine-preventable diseases on their commu-
nities, see the importance of collective community response which includes engagement
in Western health such as use of vaccination to support their communities. They recog-
nise that Māori and Pākehā world views can complement each other and use of Pākehā
health services can effectively walk alongside valuing traditional approaches and beliefs.
Health services that are responsive and engaged can be highly valued but there is also risk
of conflict, creating a sense of disconnect and mistrust.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic compromised attempts to achieve our originally
intended sampling frame. Given the richness of the data collected and the novel insights
regarding technology use, we feel that are a valuable addition to the contribution of
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Māori to the COVID-19 response. The narratives and learnings obtained from these pre-
liminary insights provide a platform for further research of this nature where further
information can be obtained about the significant amount of community resilience to
be celebrated and nurtured. It is important to acknowledge the potential for elders in
a community to be engaged in the solutions to local problems and acknowledge their
resilience and fluent adoption of new technologies. The findings have been obtained at
an important time both in terms of the ongoing implications of the COVID-19 pandemic
and other respiratory illness for Aotearoa but also the significant impending changes to
the health sector with the creation of the Māori Health Authority.
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Appendix. Interview guide

Kaumātua were asked their thoughts about the flu vaccination programme in particular (e.g. if
they had the vaccination usually, whether they’d had the vaccine this year and if so, what their
experience had been) and about vaccination more generally (e.g. if they supported the childhood
vaccination programme for their mokopuna).

There were also discussions about COVID-19 and the lockdown, and how whānau and com-
munities were managing this situation.

Starting question prompts for the interview are provided below.

(1) Do kaumātua and kuia want the flu vaccination? (a) If not, what are their reasons for not
wanting it? (b) If so, were they able to get it during lockdown – what were the barriers/facil-
itators for this? Are they able to get it now? What are the barriers/facilitators?

(2) Do you think that many of the kaumātua and kuia and in your community have had flu
vaccinations?

(3) How do kaumātua and kuia feel about a future COVID-19 vaccine? Would they plan to get it?
What concerns might they have about it?

(4) How do they feel about the childhood vaccination programmes in their community and for
their whānau? Do they support the national immunisation childhood schedule for their
mokopuna? E.g. do they encourage/discourage their moko to be vaccinated? (a) If they
have any concerns or issues around vaccination, what are these?

(5) How do kaumātua and kuia feel about the lockdown period and how it impacted on their
health and sense of well-being? E.g. were they able to maintain connections with whānau;
were there any financial problems (did their cost-of-living increase/decrease); could they
access enough food; were they able to access healthcare when they needed it – what healthcare
options did they utilise. Were there any positive features of the lockdown period?
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